
Blogging For Business Tips

1. When you slam the car door on your finger, don’t cry. Say “WOW, I can use this
in a blog post!”

2. End your posts by asking your reader to take an action – comment, answer a
question, click, find out more.

3. The first step to making people want to read what you write: Triggering their
emotions.

4. When you blog, what do you most love writing about? (Why?)

5. Write posts that are evergreen as well as posts that are topical and “hot”.

6. What makes a post “evergreen” to you, when you read one?

7. Look for new sources of inspiration for your business and blog posts everywhere
you go.

8. Vary post lengths. Throw in a video post or poll. Make your reader wonder what
you’re going to share today.

9. Introspection and blogging – friends or enemies?

10. What do you do to keep your blog posts real and writing for your visitors fresh?

11. Make a list of evergreen topics – ones that will still be relevant 3 years from now.
Include them among current topics.

12. Inspiration doesn’t usually come from isolation. Other people inspire and incite us
to think and question.

13. Always, always write your posts for one real person. (Who do you write for?)

14. Blogging is sharing.

15. What do you consider to be an unforgiveable blogging sin?

16. “Do try to find new readers but spend time each day showing your current
readers that you value them too.” – Darren Rowse, Problogger

17. If you can’t say it first, say it better!

18. Don’t over-use plug-ins, but do remember they can be your friends.

19. Name three blog topics you never want to read about again.



20. Write about things you really care about. If you don’t care, your readers won’t.

21. What’s your favorite WP plugin? What does it do for you?

22. If you had to start blogging all over again, what would you do differently?

23. If you can write a blog post, you can write a book. False or true?

24. A thousand voices may tell a story, but only one will reach your reader. Make it
yours.

25. Each blog post brings a deeper connection with your reader. Why would you
neglect to write every day?

26. “Two people. You. The reader. That is all.” – Naomi Dunford

27. Tell stories. Look for them everywhere.

28. What lesson can your child teach you? Your pet? The mean guy in the bank line-
up? Write a post about it.

29. “Breathe. Know that the internet has no eraser.” – Liz Strauss

30. Which story do they never get tired of?

31. Blogging should be about your life – but your reader should feel like it’s about
hers.
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